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PAYROLL TAX — TRAINEES — EXEMPTION 

163. Mr M. HUGHES to the Treasurer: 
I refer to the government’s changes to the payroll tax exemption for trainees that were announced last year. 

(1) Can the Treasurer outline to the house why these changes are necessary? 

(2) Has the Treasurer found any examples of this exemption being abused? 

(3) What will be the impact of these changes on small business? 

Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
(1)–(3) I thank the member for Kalamunda for that very good question. Shortly I will give notice of the first phase 

of the reform of the payroll tax exemption for trainees. There is a bit of history to this. The intent of the 
exemption was to encourage the expansion of apprentice training and the training of new employees. But 
over the years it has, to be frank, been abused. That abuse or rorting, although legal, is clearly against the 
intent of the taxpayers of Western Australia and what consecutive governments have wanted this 
exemption to be used for. 

After we came into government it was brought to my attention. There was lots of evidence of employers 
cancelling and re-entering into training agreements time and again to extend the time they are training, 
therefore maximising their payroll tax savings. The growth should have given us all an indication of the 
underlying abuse of this exemption. The exemption cost rose from around $11 million in 2005–06 to 
around $80 million in 2016–17. Along the way, the national partnership agreement on skills reform with 
the commonwealth government expired on 30 June last year but has not been renewed by the 
commonwealth government, so the savings from that will be redirected back into training. In 2018–19, 
some 9 600 training places will be funded from these reforms. That is why it is important that these 
reforms are successfully implemented. Otherwise, 9 600 training places will be lost in Western Australia. 
I want to highlight to the house a couple of examples. When the Office of State Revenue did an audit it 
came across an email from a training organisation that advised, “You should enrol as many as possible to 
minimise payroll tax, mate, at all locations. I have tried to get you to do this to save you money”. Another 
example is a large employer that attempted to enter employers working in IT, warehousing and corporate 
areas into a certificate IV in hospitality. Another example is a large mining company that nominated its 
senior leaders—very well-paid senior leaders—for a diploma of leadership and management even though 
they already had MBAs. Interestingly, a large employer nominated existing workers into a certificate III 
course in civil construction even though the organisation did not provide any civil construction. 
I have lots of examples that I will go through during the second reading debate. They are examples of 
clear abuse of a support that the taxpayers of Western Australia want to give but want to give in a way 
that is not rorted. To the former government’s credit, in 2014 the Leader of the Opposition tried to 
implement some restraint on this by capping the number of employees that could be registered. That had 
an impact but over time but the rorting has simply caught up. As I have already outlined publicly, 
tomorrow I will second read legislation to deal with stage 1, which aims to immediately shut down that 
tax avoidance by limiting the exemption to new employees and also limiting it to ordinary wages of 
$100 000. Ordinary wages has been chosen to ensure that allowances et cetera that often make up a big 
part of the total salary component of those working in regional WA will be excluded and not be captured. 
The second stage will be to move to what will broadly be a grants scheme. We will go into a period of 
consultation on that shortly. I like a grants scheme because it will open up to all those small businesses 
who currently do not have a payroll — 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Unlike Local Projects, Local Jobs! 
Mr B.S. WYATT: I honestly think that the member for Dawesville should consider this as a serious issue. It is 
a serious issue of rorting the tax base of the people of Western Australia. 
Mrs L.M. Harvey interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Scarborough! 
Mr B.S. WYATT: The member for Dawesville can come up with a flippant remark and pretend that this is all just 
a joke, but this has had a significant impact on the payroll tax take of Western Australia—not for legitimate 
training but for rorting taxpayers who have provided this for a long time. A grant scheme will enable those small 
businesses that do not pay payroll tax and therefore do not get any support from the WA taxpayer to be entitled to 
some support. This is a good reform and it is an important reform. It is vitally necessary for this reform to be 
successful to fund nearly 10 000 training places in 2018–19. 
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